Discrete analogs of the Darboux -Egoroff metrics are considered. It is shown that the corresponding lattices in the Euclidean space are described by a set of functions h ± i (u), u ∈ Z n . Discrete analogs of the Lamé equations are found. It is proved that up to a gauge transformation these equations are necessary and sufficient for discrete analogs of rotation coefficients to exist. Explicit examples of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices are constructed by means of algebro-geometric methods.
Introduction
Discrete analogs of various special coordinate systems on two-dimensional surfaces in threedimensional Euclidean space, and discrete analogs of multi-dimensional conjugated coordinate nets have attracted great interest recently [1, 2, 3] .
This interest has been motivated by revealed connections between corresponding problems of classical (continuous) differential geometry and modern problems of mathematical and theoretical physics. For example, it turned out that one of the central problems of the differential geometry of the previous century: the problem of constructing n-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems, or flat diagonal metrics
is deeply connected to the theory of integrable quasilinear (1 + 1)-systems of the hydrodynamic type. These systems are the core of the Whitham approach to the perturbation theory of soliton equations [4, 5, 6] . Moreover, as it was noticed in [7] , the classification problem of the so-called Darboux -Egoroff metrics, i. e. flat diagonal metrics such that
is equivalent to the classification problem of massive topological quantum field models [8, 9, 10] .
It should be emphasized that classical results [11] in the theory of n-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems were mainly of classification nature, and as a result the list of explicit examples of such coordinate systems was relatively short. In the remarkable paper [12] it was shown that a wide class of solutions to the Lamé equations which describe the rotation coefficients
of flat diagonal metrics, can be obtained with the help of the "dressing" procedure which is well-known in the theory of solitons. Results of [12, 13] were a starting point of the work [14] by one of the authors, where a construction of algebro-geometric n-orthogonal coordinate systems was proposed, and a new type of solutions of the associativity equations was found. Explicit expressions in terms of the Riemann theta-functions associated with auxiliary algebraic curves were obtained.
Originally the main goal of this paper was to construct discrete analogs of the algebrogeometric n-orthogonal coordinate systems. Note, that in general the problem of finding an integrable discrete analog of integrable continuous system is ill-defined and has no universal answer. At the same time discretization methods developed in the theory of solitions are universal enough to be applicable to all the systems that are considered in the framework of the inverse method. They use natural discretization of auxiliary linear problems or even more natural change of analytical properties with respect to spectral parameter of common eigenfunctions of auxiliary linear problems.
It turns out that discretization of the algebro-geometric scheme of [14] leads to a construction of lattices of vectors x(u) = (x 1 (u), . . . , x n (u)) in the Euclidean space parameterized by integer n-dimensional vectors u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ), u i ∈ Z, and satisfying planar and circular conditions. These conditions were proposed in [15] as discrete analogs of general n-orthogonal coordinate systems. Note, that planar and circular lattices in three-dimensional space were introduced for the first time in [16] , based on the earlier works [17] and [18, 19] .
The planar condition means that for each pair of indices i, j the corresponding elementary quadrilateral of the lattice, i. e. the polygon with vertices {x(u), T i x(u), T j x(u), T i T j x(u)}, is flat. Here and below T i denotes the shift operator in the discrete variable u i :
T i x(u 1 , . . . , u i , . . . , u n ) = x(u 1 , . . . , u i + 1, . . . , u n ).
The circular condition means that each of the elementary quadrilatteral can be inscribed into a circle, i. e. that the sum of opposite angles of the polygon equals π.
The main goal of the paper is to prove integrability of the lattices satisfying more rigid constraint than the circular condition. Namely, that for each pair of indices i = j the edges of the lattice Here and below · , · stands for Euclidean scalar product of n-dimensional vectors. Note that (1.5) implies that the two opposite angles of the polygon are right and therefore, the corresponding lattice satisfies the circular condition.
Lattices satisfying (1.5) will be called Darboux -Egoroff lattices, because (1.5) implies in particular, that there exists a potential function Φ(u) such that its discrete derivatives equal to the lengths of edges:
Note that in the continuous case the definition (1.2) of the Darboux -Egoroff metric is equivalent to the existence of function Φ such that ∂ i Φ = H 2 i = ∂ i x, ∂ i x . Constraint (1.5) has naturally arisen from the discretization of the algebro-geometric scheme [14] 1 . Moreover, the algebro-geometric construction of Darboux -Egoroff lattices suggests the possibility to introduce discrete analogs of the Lamé coefficients h ± i (u). It should be mentioned that unlike the continuous case the definition of such coefficients is local, but not ultra-local and requires scalar products of edges not from the same but also from the nearest vertices. As a result, it turns out that the proof that these coefficients are well-defined is not evident.
This proof is presented in the next section of the paper. In the third section we derive a full set of equations which describe the discrete Lamé coefficients and prove their integrability. Algebro-geometric construction of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices is presented in the last section.
We use the following notation for the discrete derivatives:
Various objects in the paper has upper indices + and −. Sometimes for the sake of brevity we omit the index +, i. e. we assume that F (u) = F + (u). We use also the following discrete analogs of the Leibnitz rule
and the formula for taking discrete derivatives of a ratio
At the end of the introduction we would like to emphasize that our definition of the discrete Lamé coefficients extensively uses the properties of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices. The problem of a similar description of intrinsic geometry of general analogs of flat diagonal metrics is still open. We would like to consider this problem and more general problem of intrinsic geometry on graphs in future.
Discrete analogs of the Lamé coefficients
To begin with let us give an equivalent definition of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices. This definition uses only the orthogonality properties of edges of the lattice. Note, that all the lattices in this paper are assumed to be non-degenerate, i. e. for any u the vectors X i (u), i = 1, . . . , n, are linearly independent. 
The lattice x(u) is planar and for any i = j equation (1.5) holds: 
Proof. Since x(u) is planar we see that the vector T m X i is a linear combination of the vectors X i and X m . From (1.5) it follows that T m X i is orthogonal to X − j . Therefore, the equality (2.1) follows from the definition 1 0 .
In the reverse case, from (2.1) it follows that the vectors X i , X j and T i X j are orthogonal to all the vectors X − m , m = i, j. Since the lattice is non-degenerate due to our assumption we obtain that X i , X j and T i X j belong to the two-dimensional plane, which is orthogonal to all vectors X − m , m = i, j. This implies that the lattice is planar. We have proved that definitions 1 0 and 2 0 are equivalent. In the same way one can prove the equivalence of definitions 2 0 and 3 0 . 
Note that equalities (2.3−2.5) are invariant under the gauge transformation h 
(Here and later we use equality T i X − i = −X i , which follows directly from the definition of X ± i ). It follows from (2.6) that h + i satisfies the difference equation
If we replace h − i in (2.5) by the middle term of (2.6) we obtain
Let us denote the vectors fig. 1 ). Consider orthogonal projections a ′ , d ′ of the vectors a, d on the plane spanned by the edges X i and X j (the plane of the central plaquet in fig. 1 ). Replacing a, d by a ′ , d ′ in equation (2.10), we change no scalar product in it. Dividing both sides by |a ′ ||d ′ |, we obtain
It follows from the definition 1 0 of the Darboux -Egoroff lattice that the vectors a ′ and c are both orthogonal to the vector l = X j . Similarly, b and d ′ are both orthogonal to r = T i X j . Consequently, cos(a
The latter equalities prove compatiblity of (2.7) and (2.8).
Let us consider now two equations (2.8) for indices j and k such that i = j = k. In terms of the coefficients B j and B k of these equations their compatibility is equivalent to the equality B k · T k B j = B j · T j B k , which can be written as follows
Let us introduce the following notations: fig. 2 ). Let C be the three-dimensional cube with edges T 
respectively, in (2.11) without changing scalar products in it. Moreover, equality (2.11) remains valid if the vectors a ′ and d ′ are multiplied by any non-zero constants.
From the orthogonality properties of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices it follows that a ′ is proportional to a = T j T k X 
To prove the last equality we use the following result, which is well-known in spherical geometry: Hence, the relation (2.11), and, consequently, compatibility of (2.5) for distinct i and j are proved.
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) uniquely define h The definition of h ± i uses a minimal set of scalar products. It turns out that this set is complete in the following sense. All the other scalar products of the edges can be expressed through the scalar products from the minimal set, and therefore, through the functions h ± i , i = 1, . . . , n. Let us present some of the corresponding formulae which will be used later.
. . , n, be the functions defined by Theorem 2.1. Then
Proof. Due to planar property of the lattice, T j X i is a linear combination of X i and X j , i. e.
Let us find the coefficients of the sum. Taking scalar product of (2.14) with X − i , we get a relation which implies
If we take scalar product of (2.14) with X − j and use the equality
Let us multiply (2.14) by the vector X j , which is orthogonal to T j X i . We get α X i , X j + β X j , X j = 0, which proves (2.12):
The second formula (2.13) can be proved in the same way.
It turns out that the scalar products
can be expressed through the Lamé coefficients by different formulae. Proof. Let us express X i , X j through the scalar products from the minimal set (2.3 − 2.5).
Lemma 2.4 For any Darboux -Egoroff lattice the following formulae
From the definition of Darboux -Egoroff lattices it follows that 0 = X i ,
In order to express the last term in the right hand side of this equality through the minimal set, note that T j X i is proportional to the orthogonal projection d of the vector X − i on the plane spanned by X i and X j . Therefore,
We obtain
Direct substitution of (2.3 − 2.5) into the latter formula gives (2.15). Formula (2.16) can be proved in the same way.
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply constraints for the functions h
Using the symmetry of scalar product we get from (2.15) and (2.16) the equations:
From (2.12) and (2.15) it follows that
where
The functions β ± ij (u) are discrete analogs of the rotation coefficients (1.3) of flat diagonal metrics. Below we will often omit upper index + for the functions β + ij (u). Relations (2.17) and (2.18) are discrete analogs of symmetry conditions for DarbouxEgoroff metrics. For n ≥ 3, there is another analog of symmetry conditions which can be written in terms of the functions β ij only.
Lemma 2.5 Let β ij (u) be the discrete rotation coefficients of Darboux -Egoroff lattice. Then for each triple of pairwise distinct indices i, j, k the equation
is fulfilled.
Proof. From (2.12) and definition of the discrete rotation coefficients it follows that
The desired relation can be obtained if we divide the equality
Of course, constraints (2.17) and (2.18) do not form a complete set of equations on the discrete Lamé coefficients. The main goal of the next section is to get such a set of equations.
Discrete analogs of the Lamé equations
Just as in the continuous case the discrete analog of the Lamé equations can be obtained as compatibility conditions of a system of linear equations satisfied by the edges X ± i (u) of the lattice. These linear equations become simplier after an appropriate rescaling of the edges. 
where h ± i (u) are the functions constructed in Theorem 2.1. Equation (2.4) implies that these vectors form biorthogonal system:
For further needs we write down some other scalar products which can be obtained from the relations (2.3 − 2.5):
and (2.12, 2.15): 6) where the coefficients β ± ij (u) are defined by (2.19) , and the coefficients b ± i (u) are given by formulae
Proof. Since the lattice is planar, the vector 
Taking the scalar product of this equation and the vector Y j we obtain
On the other hand, (3.4) implies
Comparison of the right hand sides of the two last equations yields d ij = T j β ij . In the same way we can prove (3.5) for the vectors Y − i . We will show now that Y i (u) satisfy (3.6). For any u the vectors Y 1 (u), . . . , Y n (u) form a basis of R n (since the lattice is non-degenerate). Thus, there exists a decomposition
Coefficient c ij can be found by taking the scalar product of this equation with the vector
Using (3.5), which has been just proved, we obtain
To determine b i (u), we multiply (3.8) by Y i :
Plugging (3.3) and (3.4) into equation (3.9) we establish formula (3.7) for b i (u). The second equation in (3.6) can be obtained in the same manner.
The compatibility conditions of the linear system (3.5, 3.6) are discrete analogs of the Lamé equations on the rotation coefficients of the Darboux -Egoroff metrics. Our next goal is to prove the inverse statement: any solution of these equations uniquely defines the rotation coefficients of some Darboux -Egoroff lattice.
Theorem 3.2 Let functions
and the equations
where v i (u) is defined by
Then there exists a unique constant η such that the functions
are the rotation coefficients of some Darboux -Egoroff lattice.
Equations (3.10 − 3.12) are equivalent to compatibility conditions of the linear system
where µ is an arbitrary complex constant. The transformation (3.14) sends solutions of (3.10 − 3.13) to the solutions of the same system and preserves the relations (2.20), since it corresponds to the gauge transformation
of the linear system (3.15, 3.16). Therefore, the theorem gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the functions β ij (u) to be the rotation coefficients of some Darboux -Egoroff lattice, up to gauge transformation.
Proof. Unlike the continuous case, the problem of reconstruction the Darboux -Egoroff lattice from the functions β ij requires a highly nontrivial choice of the initial data for the solutions of system (3.5, 3.6). We fix these data by defining the matrix of scalar products of the corresponding vectors. In the next two lemmas we shall construct functions β * ij (u) by means of which we shall later determine these scalar products. 19) normalized by the condition f 1 (0) = 1.
Proof. System (3.18, 3.19) is over-determined, but we will show that it is equivalent to a system of n compatible equations on the function f 1 (u). Note, that equations (3.19) are compatible due to (2.20) .
First of all, let us prove the compatibility of a pair of equations (3.
Indeed, due to (3.10) the expression in brackets is equal to
Obviously, the last formula has the symmetry needed.
Next, let us consider two equations (3.18) with distinct values of the index i (denote them again by p and q). We shall show that one of them implies the other provided f p and f q satisfy (3.19). Indeed,
which is the formula we need. Now let us consider equation (3.18) for ∆ 1 f i , i > 1. Plugging into both sides of this equation the expression f i = α i1 f 1 , with α i1 = (T 1 β i1 )/(T i β 1i ), we obtain the equation of the type ∆ 1 f 1 = F i (u)f 1 , where the function F i (u) is a rational combination of β 1i (u) and β i1 (u). In fact, the function F i (u) and, therefore, the equation on ∆ 1 f 1 do not depend on the index i. In order to prove that, we choose index j = i and consider equation (3.18) for ∆ 1 f j . It was shown at the second step of this proof that the substitution f j = α ji f i leads to (3.18) for ∆ 1 f i . On the other hand, substitution f j = α j1 f 1 gives the equation
, and we conclude that F i (u) = F j (u) = F (u).
Thus we obtain n equations on the function f 1 (u), namely, the equations
It was already shown that the equations from the second group are compatible. To establish compatibility of the equations
, it suffices to note that they are gauge equivalent to compatible equations ∆ 1 f j = −(T 1 β j1 )(T j β 1j )f j and ∆ i f j = −(T j β ij )(T i β ji )f j for any index j not equal to 1 and i.
Summarizing all the facts, we see that the solution of system (3.18−3.19) can be obtained as follows. First, we define the function f 1 (u) from compatible system (3.20) with the initial condition f 1 (0) = 1. Then, using (3. 19) , we obtain all the other functions f i (u), i = 2, . . . , n. Then, as it was shown at the second step of the proof, all the equations of the system are fulfilled. The proof of lemma is now complete.
Let us define β * ii (u) by β * ii (u) = f i (u), i = 1, . . . , n, where f i (u) were constructed in the previous lemma. For i = j we define β * ij by the formula
Note, that (3.19) implies β * ij (u) = β * ji (u).
Lemma 3.2
The above-defined functions β * ij (u), i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, satisfy the following system of equations:
Proof. Lemma is proved by straightforward calculations. Further in this proof we assume that i = j = k. Note, that lemma 3.1 and the definition of β * ii imply:
ii . Using the above established equalities and (3.10), we get
Thus, we establish equations (3.22). Let us prove (3.23). Using (3.12), we obtain
Plugging into the last formula ∆ + 1 instead of the shift operators T and applying (3.11) we have
Lemma is proved.
The rotation coefficients of the Darboux -Egoroff metric satisfy the following condition: k ∂ k β ij = 0. Our next goal is to prove the following discrete analog of this property.
Lemma 3.3 Let β ij be a solution of equations (3.10 − 3.12), which satisfies (2.19). Then it also satisfies the following monodromy property:
Proof. First of all, we prove by induction that if functions Ψ i (u) satisfy (3.15) then for any set I of pairwise distinct indices I = {i 1 , . . . , i s } the following equation holds:
Indeed, if (3.25) is established for any set I of cardinality s, then for any
The last equality proves the step of induction and completes the proof of equation (3.25). Note, that the compatibility conditions for equations (3.15) and (3.25) lead to the following formula for the "long" difference derivatives ∆ I = (T I −1) of the discrete rotation coefficients:
Let us also note, that as, due to (3.22), the functions β * ij for any index k = i, j satisfy the same equations as Ψ i , we simultaneously prove the following equality:
Equation (3.25) implies that .16) we gain the equality
where B i (u) is some function whose explicit form is irrelevant now. Since the vectors Ψ j are linearly independent, it now suffices to show that the vectors Ψ i and T Ψ i are parallel.
Let us fix an arbitrary point u 0 and consider the solution Ψ i (u) = Ψ i (u; u 0 ) of equations (3.15, 3.16) with the following initial data at the point u 0 :
These relations define the vectors Ψ i (u 0 ) uniquely up to an orthogonal transformation of the whole space.
Let us prove by induction that relation (3.27 ) is satisfied at the point u I = T i 1 . . . T is u 0 for any set of pairwise distinct indices I = {i 1 , . . . , i s } not containing j, i. e.
If the induction hypothesis is true for the point u I and i / ∈ I, then we obtain the following formula for the scalar product at the point T i u I :
(all the functions in the right hand side are evaluated at the point u I ). Analogously, using the induction hypothesis, we obtain
( 3.30) (again, all the functions in the RHS are evaluated at the point u I ). Comparing the RHS of the last equality to the RHS of (3.23), we obtain: 
(all the functions in the RHS are evaluated at the point u I ). We can apply formula (3.28) to the scalar products in the RHS, so
This fact implies in particular, that the vectors
form an orthogonal basis. On the other hand, considering the sets of indices I = {1, 2, . . . , s}, m = s + 1, J = {s + 2, . . . , n} and k = 1 for s running from 1 to n − 1, we establish that T Ψ 1 (u 0 ) is orthogonal to all the vectors of this basis, but for the first one. This implies that the vectors Ψ 1 (u 0 ) and T Ψ 1 (u 0 ) are parallel. In the same manner we can show that the vectors Ψ i (u 0 ) and T Ψ i (u 0 ) are parallel for i = 1. As it was noticed above, it implies that β ij (u 0 ) = T β ij (u 0 ). As the choice of the initial point u 0 was arbitrary, it completes the proof of the lemma.
The definition of β * ij and (3.24) imply that Corollary 3.1 There exists a constant η 2 such that the following equations hold:
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.4 Let functions β ij satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2 and let η 2 be the corresponding Bloch multiplier, defined by (3.34) . Then for µ = η − 1 there exists a solution Ψ i (u) of equations (3.15) and (3.16) , satisfying relations (3.27) identically for u, i. e.
Proof. Consider the solution Ψ i (u; u 0 ) for some point u 0 . By definition of this solution, it satisfies the relations (3.35) at the point u 0 . Let us show that if these relations are satisfied at the point u they are also satisfied at the point T i u. Suppose, for instance, that i = 1. While proving lemma 3.3 we have shown that at the point (T 1 u) equations (3.27) are satisfied for all the pairs of indices except for (j = 1, k = 1). Therefore, we only have to show that
The fact that vectors (3.33) form an orthogonal basis implies that
Analogously to the derivation of equation (3.30), we obtain:
From (3.28) it follows that
Besides, repeating the proof of (3.32), we obtain
(3.39) (to get the last formula in (3.39) we use (3.26)). Plugging expressions (3.37 − 3.39) in (3.36), we have
Now, applying equations (3.21) and (3.22), we transform the last expression to the form
Therefore, we prove that Ψ i (u; u 0 ) satisfy relations (3.35) in the positive octant with the origin at u 0 .
Note, that the solutions Ψ i (u; u ′ 0 ) and Ψ i (u; u ′′ 0 ) coincide in the intersection of the corresponding octants up to a general orthogonal transformation. We kill this freedom by fixing the solution Ψ(u, 0) and choosing the initial conditions for Ψ i (u; u 0 ) with any u 0 so that Ψ i (u, u 0 ) coincides with Ψ i (u, 0) in the intersection of their domains. Then the function Ψ i (u) = Ψ i (u; u) is a well-defined solution of system (3.15, 3.16) over the whole space, satisfying conditions (3.35) for all u. Lemma is proved.
Corollary 3.2 The above-constructed vector-functions Ψ i (u) satisfy the relation
Let functions β ij (u) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We define functions h i (u) as a solution to the system
These equations are compatible due to (3.10) . A solution of (3.41) depends on n arbitrary functions of one variable, which are the initial data, i. e. functions h i (0, . . . , 0, u i , 0, . . . , 0).
Let us consider vector-functions
where Ψ i (u) were defined in the preceding lemma. Equation (3.15) implies
Therefore, there exists a vector-function x(u) such that X i (u) = ∆ i x(u). Due to (3.43) the function x(u) defines the planar lattice which, according to (3.40) , is a Darboux -Egoroff lattice.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 we only need to show that the functions β ij (u) are gauge equivalent to the rotation coefficients of this lattice under transformation (3.14).
Let h i (u) be the Lamé coefficients which, according to the results of the previous section, correspond to the constructed lattice. Equation (3.5) implies that X i satisfy the same equation (3.43) , where coefficients depend on the h i 's instead of the h i 's. Therefore,
Hence, h i = f i h i , where f i = f i (u i ) depends only on the variable u i .
Plugging (3.42) into (3.16) and using (3.41), we obtain:
Equation (3.6) implies the same equality, where h i are replaced by h i and η by 1/2. Therefore, comparing the coefficients of X j we see that f i = c u i , where c is a constant. The comparison of the coefficients at X i defines this constant: c = (2η) −1 . Theorem 3.2 is proved.
In the next section we present an algebro-geometric construction of a wide class of the Darboux -Egoroff lattices, which can be written explicitly in terms of the theta-functions of auxiliary Riemann surfaces.
Algebro-geometric lattices
Let Γ 0 be a smooth genus g 0 algebraic curve on which there is a meromorphic function E(P ), P ∈ Γ 0 , with n simple poles and n simple zeros. Let points P 1 , . . . , P n be poles, and Q 1 , . . . , Q n be zeros of E(P ). Consider the Riemann surface Γ of the function E(P ). It is two-sheeted covering of Γ 0 with 2n branching points at the poles and the zeros of E(P ). According to the Riemann -Hurvitz formula genus g of Γ equals g = 2g 0 + n − 1. Let σ : Γ → Γ be the holomorphic involution of Γ which permutes sheets of the covering. The points P i and Q j are fixed points of the involution.
The function E(P ) on Γ 0 takes each value n times. Let us fix a constant c 2 and consider the points P c i ∈ Γ 0 , i = 1, . . . , n, such that E(P E(P ) is odd with respect to the involution σ, has simple poles at P 1 , . . . , P n and simple zeros at Q 1 , . . . , Q n . Let P ± i be preimages on Γ of the point P Let us fix an integer l ≥ 1 and two sets of points in the general position on Γ. One of them is a set of l points R = (R 1 , . . . , R l ), and the other is a set of g + l − 1 points D = (γ 1 , . . . , γ g+l−1 ). A pair of the divisors R, D is called admissible (see [14] ), if there is a meromorphic differential dΩ 0 on Γ 0 with the following properties:
(a 0 ) dΩ 0 has n + l simple poles at Q i , i = 1, . . . , n and at the points R α , which are the projections of R α on Γ 0 , α = 1, . . . , l; (b 0 ) the differential dΩ 0 has g + l − 1 zeros at the projections γ s of the points γ s , s = 1, . . . , g + l − 1.
The differential dΩ 0 may be considered as an even, with respect to σ, differential on Γ, where it has:
(a) n + 2l simple poles at Q i , i = 1, . . . , n, and at the points R α and σ(R α ), α = 1, . . . , l; (b) 2(g + l − 1) zeros at γ s and σ(γ s ), s = 1, . . . , g + l − 1, and simple zeros at the points P i , i = 1, . . . , n.
The Riemann -Roch theorem implies that for each pair of divisors D, R in the general position there exists a unique function ψ(u, Q|D, R), u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) ∈ Z n , Q ∈ Γ, such that:
(1) ψ(u, Q|D, R) as a function of the variable Q is meromorphic on Γ. Outside the punctures P 
The function ψ is a discrete analog of the Baker -Akhiezer functions which are the core of algebro-geometric integration theory of soliton equations. Further on, we shall often omit indication of its explicit dependence on the divisors D, R and will simply denote it by ψ(u, Q). The discrete Baker -Akhiezer function can be expressed in terms of the Riemann theta-function in a way almost identical to the continuous case (see [14] ).
The Riemann theta-function, associated with an algebraic curve Γ of genus g is an entire function of g complex variables z = (z 1 , . . . , z g ), and is defined by its Fourier expansion
where B = B ij is a matrix of b-periods, B ij = b i ω j , of normalized holomorphic differentials ω j (P ) on Γ: a j ω i = δ ij . Here a i , b i is a basis of cycles on Γ with the canonical matrix of intersections:
The theta-function has the following monodromy properties with respect to the lattice B, spanned by the basis vectors e i ∈ C g and the vectors B j ∈ C g with coordinates B ij :
where l is an integer vector, l ∈ Z g . The complex torus J(Γ) = C g /B is called the Jacobian variety of the algebraic curve Γ. The vector A(Q) with coordinates
According to the Riemann -Roch theorem, for each divisors D = γ 1 + . . . + γ g+l−1 and R = R 1 + . . . + R l in the general position there exists a unique meromorphic function r α (Q) such that D is its poles' divisor and r α (R β ) = δ αβ . It can be written in the form (see details in [14] ):
, where
A(γ s ),
where K is the vector of Riemann constants.
Let dΩ j be a unique meromorphic differential on Γ, which is holomorphic outside P ± j , has simple poles at these punctures with residues ∓1, and is normalized by conditions
It defines a vector V (j) with the coordinates
The Baker -Akhiezer function ψ(u, Q|D, R)) has the form:
The Baker -Akhiezer function ψ(u, Q) satisfies the equation Proof. From the definition of the coefficients a i ij it follows that the difference of the right and left hand sides of (4.3) satisfies the first two defining properties of the Baker-Akhiezer function. At the same time this difference equals zero at the points R α . The uniqueness of the Baker -Akhiezer function implies then that this difference equals zero identically.
Let η 2 k = Res Q k dΩ 0 . Then we define a lattice x(u) = (x 1 (u) , . . . , x n (u)) by the formula
Edges of this lattice are vectors X i (u), with coordinates (
Evaluations of (4.3), at the points Q k , show that the above-defined lattice is planar.
In a generic case the vector function x(u) is complex. Let us specify algebro-geometric data that are sufficient for getting real vectors.
Suppose that on Γ there exists an antiholomorphic involution τ , such that it commutes with σ and
From the definition of dΩ 0 it follows that τ * dΩ 0 = dΩ 0 . Therefore, the residue η 2 k of that differential at Q k is a real number. Suppose in addition, that η k is real (or η 2 k is positive). From (4.5) it follows that defining analytical properties of ψ(u, Q), coincide with the analytical properties of ψ(u, τ (Q)). Uniqueness of the Baker -Akhiezer function implies then that these functions coincide, i. e. ψ(u, τ (Q)) = ψ(u, Q). Hence, x(u) = η k ψ (Q 1 , u) , . . . , ψ(Q n , u) = x(u), and therefore, the lattice constructed is a lattice in the real Euclidian space. Proof. Let us consider the differential
If i = j then that differential has poles at Q k , k = 1, . . . , n only. Indeed, poles of λ(Q) − 1 at P k , k = 1, . . . , n, cancel with zeros of dΩ 0 . At the points γ s and σ(γ s ) poles of the product ∆ i ψ∆ − j ψ σ , cancel with zeros of dΩ 0 . At the points R α and σ(R α ) the poles of dΩ 0 cancel with zeros of the product. At the points P which is equal to the sum of the residues at the punctures Q k .
Summarizing, we conclude that the lattice defined by (4.4) is the Darboux -Egoroff lattice. In order to show a complete correspondence with the previous sections, let us find some other scalar products. It is meromorphic on Γ and has only simple poles at Q 1 , . . . , Q n , and at P ± i . Therefore, the sum of its residues Q 1 , . . . , Q n , which coincides with the left hand side of (2.3), is equal to the sum of residues at P The proof of (2.5) is almost identical. It is enough to apply the same arguments to the differential dΩ 
Lemma 4.2 For scalar products of the vectors X i formulae (2.3, 2.5)
Proof. Above we have proved formulae (2.3 − 2.5) for the vectors X i and the functions h ± i . Therefore, the statement of the lemma follows from the results of Section 2. Nevertheless, we would like to show that it can be directly proved within the framework of the algebrogeometric construction.
The differential dΩ
(2) ij = λ(Q) ∆ − j ψ(u, Q) ∆ i ψ(u, σ(Q)) dΩ 0 has simple poles at P − j and P − i only. The vanishing of the sum of its residues at these punctures implies the first equality of the Lemma. To prove the second equality it is enough to consider the residues of the differential dΩ (3) ij = λ(Q) ∆ j ψ(u, Q) ∆ i ψ(u, σ(Q)) dΩ 0 , which has only poles at P Proof. The proof of the Theorem is standard. The difference of the left and right hand sides of the first eqaulity satisfies the first two properties which define ψ(u, Q), and equals zero at the normalization points. Therefore, it equals zero identically. In the same way, the difference of the left and right hand sides of the second equation is proportional to T i ψ(u, Q).
The evaluation of this difference at the normalization points shows that it is identically zero.
The coefficients γ ij , defined in the theorem are connected with the functions β + ij by the gauge transformation β + ij (u) = ε j ε i γ ij (u).
